Microsoft Compliance and Risk Workshop
WWT’s Microsoft Data Compliance and Risk Workshop helps organizations determine their
Microsoft 365 compliance posture. With the discovery of these compliance gaps, admins can
work on improvements and recommendations to close the gaps using Microsoft Compliance
Manager. This three-day workshop covers intelligent compliance and risk management
solutions which helps organizations assess compliance risks, govern and protect sensitive data,
and respond to regulatory requirements.
Microsoft Compliance Manager is an end-to-end solution that helps organizations manage their
compliance requirements with greater ease and convenience. It also helps simplify compliance
and reduce risks by providing pre-built assessments for common industry and regional
standards and regulations. Workflow capabilities help to efficiently complete risk assessment
using a single tool and step-by-step guidance on suggested improvement actions to help
comply with standards and regulations. The risk-based score helps to understand the
compliance posture and the progress is measured in completing the improvement actions.

What to Expect
This workshop will help clients understand the current compliance posture of the organization
and expose any compliance gaps. Recommendations will be made to fill in those compliance
gaps and how to make improvements.







Discussions on Microsoft’s compliance vision
Automated Discovery
Assess components to determine risks and current compliance posture
Compliance score
Prioritize compliance recommendations based on the assessment findings
Build a roadmap of the implementation of the prioritized compliance recommendations

Goals & Objectives
This three-day workshop includes a pre-engagement call to discuss customers needs and
expectations.

Day One:
Kick-off meetings will include a deep-dive of the Microsoft Compliance tool, which will lead in
to the setup and configuration of a trial Security E5 license, this phase will also include
configurations of relevant policies and controls for data discovery.
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Automated Discovery is a two-week discovery phase where Microsoft Compliance tools will flag
targeted data which causecompliance risks in the organization.

Day Two:
We will prepare log files and reports, review and analyze the log files, decommission the trial
security license and configurations from the customer’s tenant.

Day Three:
We will prepare a findings report which exposes compliance gaps in the environment and
create a recommendations report to review with the customer. Overview of the Microsoft
Compliance tool is done which will include a customer immersion experience (CIE) for the
customer to have a hand-on experience with the Microsoft Compliance manager.
Recommendations and next-steps will be discussed to implement compliance and risk controls
in the Microsoft 365 environment to ensure compliance. This phase will also include discussions
on creating a compliance strategy and implementing the top priority items recommended by
the Security Architect.

The WWT Difference
With 10+ Microsoft Gold Competencies – including Gold Windows and Devices, Cloud
Productivity, and Silver Security – WWT is well suited to help our customers determine their
compliance posture. Our proven methodology mitigates risk, accelerates deployment timelines
and ensures the end user community is fully bought into the end solution.

More Information:
https://www.wwt.com/workshop/microsoft-compliance-and-risk
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